Clustering words is a widely used technique in statistical natural language processing. It requires syntactic, semantic, and contextual features. Especially, semantic clustering is gaining a lot of interest. It consists in grouping a set of words expressing the same idea or sharing the same semantic properties.
Introduction
In the past decade, statistical machine translation (SMT) has been advanced from word based SMT to phrase and syntax based SMT. Although this advancement produces major improvements in BLEU scores, important meaning errors still harm the quality of SMT translations.
More recently, research in statistical machine translation has witnessed many attempts to integrate semantic feature into SMT models, to generate not only grammatical but also meaning preserved translations. Integrating semantic features into SMT tasks aims at improving translation adequacy. In a bilingual corpus, different senses of words in the source language can have different translations in the target language, as the context in which they appear. This motivates the introduction of semantic word classes in statistical machine translation. A semantic word class is represented by a set of words expressing the same idea and sharing the same semantic properties. For example, the words plane, train, boat, bus can all correspond to the semantic class "transport". Semantic word clustering is a technique for partitioning sets of words into subsets of semantically similar words. It is increasingly becoming a major technique used in SMT task. Furthermore, most of the SMT system well suited for processing English and other languages with a relatively rigid word order, while languages with complicated morphological paradigms still pose difficulties as Arabic.
In this paper, we present a new method to integrate the underlined semantic classes in a SMT context to improve the Arabic-English translation quality. We first describe the semantic word clustering algorithm for English and we proceed to directly project the obtained semantic word classes from English side into Arabic side. This projection is based on available word-alignments provided by the alignment step using GIZA++ tool. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of some recent approaches attempting to introduce semantic features into the statistical machine translation framework. In Section 3, we describe our method to improve the Arabic-English translation quality. In this section, we first give an overview of the baseline SMT. Then, we present the semantic word clustering algorithm for English and we proceed to directly project the obtained semantic word classes from English side into Arabic side. Finally, we introduce the proposed method to incorporate semantic word classes in SMT. Section 4 describes the experimental settings and results, which are discussed in the remainder of this Section. Finally, section 5 presents the most relevant conclusions of this work and suggest possible directions for future work.
Related Work
Several attempts to integrate semantic features into the statistical machine translation framework have been reported in the majority of previous works (Kevin and Smith, 2008) . We provide a brief overview of some of the most recent work within this area which are relevant to the phrase based statistical machine translation approach. Vickrey et al. (2005) build word sense disambiguation inspired classifiers to fill in blanks in partially completed translations. Stroppa et al. (2007) add source-side contextual features into a phrase based SMT system by integrating context dependent phrasal translation probabilities learned using a decision-tree classifier. Authors obtain significant improvements on Italian-to-English and Chinese-to-English IWSLT tasks. In Carpuat et Wu (2007) , word sense disambiguation techniques are introduced into statistical machine translation; and in Carpuat et Wu (2008) , authors show that dynamically-built context-dependant phrasal translation lexicons are more useful resources for phrase-based machine translation than conventional static phrasal translation lexicons, which ignore all contextual information. Some work has been reported to improve translation quality with word classes, by using syntactic and semantic information for the SMT decoding in Baker et al. (2010) . In a previous work (Turki Khemakhem I. et al, 2010) , a solution for disambiguation of the output of the Arabic morphological analyzer was presented. This method was used to help in selecting the proper word tags for translation purposes via word-aligned bitext. In Banchs et Costa-jussà (2011) , a semantic feature for statistical machine translation, based on Latent Semantic Indexing, is proposed and evaluated. The objective of this feature is to account for the degree of similarity between a given input sentence and each individual sentence in the training dataset. This similarity is computed in a reduced vector-space constructed by means of the Latent Semantic Indexing decomposition. The computed similarity values are used as an additional feature in the log-linear model combination approach to statistical machine translation. Authors obtain significant improvements on a Spanish-to-English translation task. The system, presented in Costa-jussà et al. (2014) , is Moses-based with an additional feature function based on deep learning. This feature function introduces source-context information in the standard Moses system by adding the information of how similar is the input sentence to the different training sentences. Significant improvements are reported in the task from English to Hindi.
On the other hand, there are approaches which use machine learning techniques. In Haque et al. (2009) , authors have proposed syntactic and lexical context features, for integrating information about the neighboring words into a phrase-based SMT system ; and in España-Bonet et al.(2009) , authors implements a standard Phrase-Based SMT architecture, extended by incorporating a local discriminative phrase selection model to address the semantic ambiguity of Arabic. Local classifiers are trained, using linguistic and context information, to translate a phrase.
Proposed Method

Phrase-Based Machine Translation
SMT methods have evolved from using the simple word based models (Brown et al,1993) to phrase based models (Marcu and Wong, 2002; Koehn P, 2004; Och and Ney, 2004 ) . It has been formulated as a noisy channel model in which the target language sentence, s is seen as distorted by the channel into the foreign language t. In that, we try to find the sentence t which maximizes the P(t/s) probability:
( 1) here P(t) is the language model and P(s|t) is the translation model. We can get the language model from a monolingual corpus (in the target language). The translation model is obtained by using an aligned bilingual corpus. The translation model is combined together with the following six additional feature models: the target language model, the word and the phrase penalty and the source-to-target and target-tosource lexicon model and the reordering model. These models are optimized by the decoder 1 . In our case, we use the open source Moses decoder described in (Koehn et al, 2007) .
Pre-processing Step
Arabic is a morphologically complex language. In Arabic, various clitics such as pronouns, conjunctions and articles appear concatenated to content words such as nouns and verbs (Example: the Arabic word ‫روننا"‬ ّ ‫"أتتذك‬ corresponds in English to the sentence: "Do you remember us"). This can cause data sparseness issues. Thus clitics are typically segmented in a preprocessing step.
The aim of a preprocessing step is to recognize word composition and to provide specific morphological information about it. For Example: the word ‫"سيخبرھم"‬ (in English: he will notify them) is the result of the concatenation of the proclitic ‫"س"‬ indicating the future, enclitic ‫"ھم"‬ (for the masculine plural possession pronoun) and the rest of the word ‫"يخبر"‬ (verb).
In our proposed method, each Arabic word, from the target Arabic training data, is replaced by the reduced word (obtained by removing its clitics), where clitic are featured with their morphological classes (e.g. proclitic and prefix). For example, the verbal form ‫"سيخبرھم"‬ can be decomposed as follows:
Extraction of English Concepts Using Clustering Methods
Our aim is to cluster input set of words W = {w1 , . . . , wn } into disjoint groups containing words sharing similar meaning C = {C1 , . . . , Ck } (C forms a partition of W ).
In the context of this work it is assumed that there is a semantic affinity between two words if they are topically related. For example Ci = {w1, 1 http://www.statmt.org/moses/ w2, w3, w4, w5} = {baseball, game, football, pitch, hit} would be a cluster of semantically related words. The aim of this step is to identify the semantic concepts of the English side of the parallel corpus. The manual determination of these concepts is a very heavy task, so we should find an automatic method to achieve such a work.
To build up the appropriate concepts, the corpus words have to be gathered in several classes. To reach our goal we used an unsupervised classification technique proposed in (Jamoussi et al., 2009 ). In the later, a new method to automatically extract semantic concepts for automatic speech understanding was suggested. This method gives good results. In (Jamoussi et al., 2009) , authors use the average mutual information measure to compute similarities between words. They then associate to each word a vector with M elements, where M is the size of the lexicon. The j th element of this vector represents the average mutual information between the word j of the lexicon and the word to be represented.
Where P(wi,wj) is the probability to find wi and wj in the same sentence, P(wi|wj) is the probability to find wi knowing that we already met wj, P(wi) is the probability of wi and is the probability of any other word except wi . The matrix representation of words as described previously, exploits a maximum of information related to a given word. It considers its context and its similarity to all the other words in the corpus. We use then the PAM method, proposed by (Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 1990) , for classification of words in the corpus. We obtain a coherent list of concepts that will be used in our statistical translation system.
Projection of English Concepts to Arabic
After extracting English concepts, we proceed to directly project those concepts from English side into Arabic side. This projection is based on available word-alignments provided by the alignment step using GIZA++ tool. This projection is performed in three main steps:
-Each English word of the parallel corpus is combined with its respective semantic class. In the other side, Arabic words are kept unchanged.
-This obtained bilingual corpus is automatically word aligned by the alignment toolkit. Arabic-English sentence alignment is illustrated in Figure 2 , where each Arabic morpheme is aligned to one or zero English word and its semantic classes.
a return_C43 ticket_C27 please_C30 enclitic_‫ك‬ ‫فضل‬ ‫من‬ ‫عودة‬ ‫تذكرة‬ Figure 2 . An example of word alignment
The alignment model was trained with the popular toolkit GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) , which implements the most typical IBM and HMM alignment models for translation. The alignment models used in our case are IBM-1, HMM, IBM-3 and IBM-4. After this alignment step we obtain one model 
SMT Using Semantic Word Classes
The translation model of most phrase-based SMT systems is parameterized by two phrasal and two lexical channel models (Koehn et al., 2003) which are estimated as relative frequencies. Their counts are extracted heuristically from a word aligned bilingual training corpus.
Our phrase-based baseline system is built upon the open-source MT toolkit Moses (Koehn et al, 2007) . Phrase pairs are extracted from word alignments generated by GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) . The phrase-based translation model provides direct and inverted frequency-based and lexical-based probabilities for each phrase pair. The English side of the training corpora was used to generate 3-gram target language model for the translation task. For this purpose, the SRI language modeling toolkit (Stolcke, 2002) was used.
To incorporate semantic word classes in our SMT process, we first proceed to run the semantic word clustering algorithm for English side of the bilingual training data, as already described in section 3.3, to cluster the vocabulary into semantic classes. The obtained classes are directly projected from English side into Arabic side. Then, we replace each word on both source and target side of the training data with their respective semantic word classes.
By considering the same training procedure as usual, we can easily train the standard models conditioned on word classes. We obtain finally two phrase tables, the first one with word identities and the second with semantic word classes.
By considering both sorted tables simultaneously, we can select the translation for Arabic word in input test. However, each Arabic word (si) in the test corpus is mapped to a single semantic class ci. We can first uses the phrase table based on word classes to select the translation for this semantic class (ci'). The translation of the source word (si) is among the words of the class (ci'). Then, to generate the target word ei (translation of si), we uses the generated phrase table based on word identities. Our approach is shown in Figure 4 .
Figure4. The proposed approach: SMT using semantic word classes
Our approach to integrate semantic word classes in SMT process is performed in four main steps: -Clustering step: (Input: word si , output: semantic class ci) Each word on source side of the test corpus si is replaced by their respective semantic word classes ci.
-Translation P(t/s): (Input : word si ,output: Ei: list of translation of si) The phrase table based on word identities is used to select the list of the translation of the word si .
-Translation P(c'/c): (Input : class ci ,output semantic class ci') The phrase table based on word classes is used to select the translation for the semantic class ci (ci') -Generation step: (Input: Ei: list of translation of si, semantic class ci'; output: ei (translation of si) ∈ ci') The target word ei (translation of si), witch is among the words of the class (ci'), is generated.
Experiments
This section describes the experimental work conducted to evaluate the incidence of the proposed method to integrate semantic classes in a SMT context on translation quality. First, subsection 4.1 describes the used dataset. Then, subsection 4.2 presents and discusses the results.
Used Resources
Our experiments are performed on an Arabic → English task. We train the system on the data provided for the evaluation campaign of the International Workshop on Spoken Language Translation (IWSLT 2010) task 2 .
The test set is made up of 507 sentences, which corresponds to the IWSLT08 data (there were 16 English reference translations for each Arabic sentence).
To confirm our results we also run experiments on the Arabic → English task of the IWSLT 2014 evaluation campaign 3 . Table 1 
Experimental Results
The proposed method is evaluated on the Arabicto-English translation task, using the MOSES framework as baseline phrase-based statistical machine translation system (Koehn et al., 2007) . The performances reported in this paper were measured using the BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002) .
a-Pre-processing
Step:
The Arabic part of the bitext was systematically segmented to train the phrase tables. Thus each Arabic word of the training corpus is replaced by its segmentation according to the "proclitic stem enclitic" form, as described in section 3.2. To perform morphological decomposition of the Arabic source, we use the morphological analyzer MADA (Habash et al, 2009) .
MADA is a system for Morphological Analysis and Disambiguation for Arabic. MADA produces for each input word a list of analyses specifying every possible morphological interpretation of that word, covering all morphological features of the word (diacritization, POS, lemma, and 13 inflectional and clitic features). MADA then uses SVM-based classifiers for features (such as POS, number and gender, etc.) to choose among the different analyses of a given word in context.
The resulting corpus was paired with the wordbased English corpus to train the translation model. The translation table was trained using the so obtained parallel data (no change was made on the English side). In decoding, the same segmentation form was also applied to the test input.
b-SMT Using Semantic Word Classes:
In this section, we investigated to incorporate semantic word classes in Arabic-English SMT task. We first proceed by running the semantic word clustering algorithm for English side of the bilingual training data to cluster the vocabulary into 100 classes each. The obtained classes are directly projected from English side into Arabic side.
We train the models conditioned on word classes as described above. We also train the models based on word identity, by using the same training data. Table 2 presents the score BLEU, measured over the test sets, for three different Arabic → English SMT systems : the baseline system, a second system using the pre-processing step (pp-SMT), and a third system integrating the semantic word class in the SMT process (swc-SMT) As seen from the table, the system implementing the semantic word classes outperforms the pp-SMT system by almost 1.4 absolute BLEU point.
To confirm our results we also run experiments on the English → Arabic task of the IWSLT evaluation campaign. In this case, both training and decoding phases use Arabic segmented words. The final output of the decoder will be also composed of segmented words. Therefore these words must be recombined into their surface forms. Therefore we apply reconstruction of the Arabic segmented words just by agglutinating the morphological segments in the following order:
Proclitic + stem + enclitic.
For example: in the segmented words:
‫كتاب"‬ ‫ال‬ ‫ذلك‬ ‫ك‬ ‫"سلمت‬ The clitic ‫"ك"‬ can be recombined with the previous word ‫:"ك"(‬ enclitic).
So the segmented words ‫كتاب"‬ ‫ال‬ ‫ذلك‬ ‫ك‬ ‫"سلمت‬ cans be recombined to ‫كتاب"‬ ‫ال‬ ‫ذلك‬ ‫,"سلمتك‬ in English: "I gave this book". The clitic ‫"ك"‬ can be recombined also with the following word ‫:"ك"(‬ proclitic), in this case, the segmented words ‫كتاب"‬ ‫ال‬ ‫ذلك‬ ‫ك‬ ‫"سلمت‬ can be recombined to " ‫سلمت‬ ‫كتاب‬ ‫ال‬ ‫,"كذلك‬ in English: "I also gave the book".
Those two sentences have the same segmented form, but they have different meanings. By introducing morphological features (e.g. proclitic and enclitic) for each segment, we may remove this ambiguity.
The English-Arabic translation performance of this English-Arabic SMT system is reported in table 3. We show that the swc-SMT yields 0.8% BLEU. 
Discussion
Experimental results on an Arabic-to-English translation task on the corpus showed significant improvements. In this work, we integrate semantic word classes in Arabic to English SMT context for improving machine translation quality. With this, we expect to reduce the noise resulting from data sparseness problems. To better illustrate the concepts discussed here, let us consider the Arabic word ‫"أم"‬ and the corresponding English translations for its two senses: "mother" and "or". Both translations can be automatically inferred from training data; and Table 4 illustrates the resulting probability values derived for both senses of the Arabic word " ‫أ‬ ‫م‬ " from the actual training dataset used in this work. Table4. Actual probability values for the two possible translations of the Arabic word ‫."أم"‬ Notice from the table, how in general the most probable sense of ‫"أم"‬ in our considered dataset is "or". This actually happens because the English word "or" is always related to the Arabic word ‫."أم"‬ Whereas by integrating semantic word classes in the SMT system, the English word "mother" can refer to the Arabic word ‫."أم"‬
Conclusion
We have presented a method to integrate semantic word classes in a Arabic to English SMT context for improving machine translation quality. In our method, we first have applied a semantic word clustering algorithm for English. Then, we have projected the obtained semantic word classes from the English side to the Arabic side. This projection is based on available word alignments provided by the alignment step using GIZA++ tool. Finally, we have applied a new process to incorporate semantic classes in order to improve the SMT quality.
We have shown the efficiency of this method on Arabic to English translation tasks. To confirm our results we have also run experiments on the English → Arabic task. In our experiments, the baseline is improved by 1.4% BLEU on the Arabic → English task and by 0.3% BLEU on the English → Arabic task. In future work we plan to apply our method to a wider range of languages. 
